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"There is nothing like a golden retriever. I know, I know, it's a big planet with a lot of wonderful
things, but golden retrievers are the absolute best. Mine is named Tara . . . The only problem she
has ever caused is that I spend so much time with her in the mornings that I am almost invariably
late for work." 1> Whether dueling with new forensics or the local old boys' network, irreverent
defense attorney Andy Carpenter always leaves them awed with his biting wit and winning
fourth-quarter game plan. But Andy prefers the company of his best friend, Tara, to the people he
encounters in the courtroom. Tara, a golden retriever, is clearly smarter than half the lawyers who
clog the courts of Passaic County. However, just as it seems Andy has everything figured out, his
dad, New Jersey's legendary ex-D.A., drops dead in front of him at a game in Yankee Stadium. The
shocks pile on as he discovers his dad left him with two unexpected legacies: a fortune of $22
million that Andy never knew existed . . . and a murder case with enough racial tinder to burn down
City Hall. Struggling to serve justice and bring honor to his father, Andy must dig up some explosive
political skeletons-and an astonishing family secret that can close his case (and his mouth) for good.
--This text refers to the Preloaded Digital Audio Player edition.
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in town. Rosenfeldt worked in marketing for Tri-Star pictures before trying his hand at screenplays,
and this, his first novel. He has a smooth, confident style and a hero steeped in courtroom
shenanigans. Like Coben's hero, Myron Bolitar, Andy Carpenter is a sports nut and a smartass, but
a loveable one. Like Koontz's heroes, Andy is hung up on his Golden Retriever, Tara, and much of

the charm and humor of the character comes out in his frequent references to her.Carpenter's first
story (I say first, because the book cries out for a sequel or two or thirteen) involves an appeal in a
case of capital murder. His case is tangled in his past with his beloved father, and his feeling that
there is more than meets the eye to his dad's request for him to defend a man that he, himself, had
convicted. Tangled with the defense of his client, Willie Miller, is Andy's own broken marriage and
his attempt at reconciliation after he's already fallen in love with someone new.The plot to prove
Willie's innocence is less than original, and a little shallow, but the witty repartee and diarization
style of writing adopted by Rosenfeldt is charming and breezy. Many small humorous passages will
make you laugh, even though the scene is serious. Carpenter's explanation to Miller of why he will
probably still lose the trial..."suppose Dinky University's football team goes down to Florida State
and loses ....but the game doesn't count because FSU's water boy wasn't eligible....Dinky is still
Dinky". Carpenter's rants against DNA, his soliloquy to the Yankees and his betting contests with
his father, courtroom antics such as the stunt with Kevin's cousin -- all are irreverent and totally New
Jersey in their origin and humor.It's not a great novel, but it ranks as a great and entertaining first
effort, and Rosenfeldt will have a terrific career if there are more like this to come!Read it,
enjoy,laugh!

In the tradition of Harlan Coben and Nelson DeMille's characters, David Rosenfelt introduces us to
Andy Carpenter, a lawyer based in New Jersey. And be prepared because once you begin this book
you won't be able to put it down.When Andy's father, a former District Attorney, suddenly dies, Andy
never expected to inherit 22 million dollars. Neither did he expect to be seeking a new trial for a man
on death row who is there after Andy's father successfully prosecuted him. Then while Andy is going
through his father's things, Andy finds a photograph which was hidden behind another photo which
shows his father with three men. The photograph which was taken in 1965 shows one man who
looks vaguely familiar but the other two are unknown to him. Now confused by the size of his
inheritance and the surprising photograph while seeking a new trial for Willie Martin, Andy decides
to investigate not only where the money came from but who else is in the picture. Unfortunately for
Andy though as he gets deeper and deeper into his investigation along with some colleagues, some
disturbing events occur. His home is broken into, he's assaulted in his office by a man wearing a ski
mask and then a bullet meant for him mistakenly wounds somebody else, Andy begins to wonder if
somehow all of these events aren'tconnected.This is one terrific book which I couldn't put down. It is
a roller coaster of a read which although convoluted is easy enough for readers to follow and enjoy.
And as improbable as it may seem, I couldn't help but think that the plot of this novel could very well

have happened.I found this book exciting, entertaining and well written. And the author certainly
knew that readers would look forward to more books about Andy Carpenter since there are now two
more titles in this series. I can hardly wait to begin the second book, First Degree and only hope its
as good as Open and Shut. And than I will look forward to more books by David Rosenfelt either in
this series or as stand alone titles.

Andy Carpenter is a defense lawyer whose prominent father just died, leaving him with a lot of
unanswered questions. First is why he wanted Andy to take on an appellate case of a convicted
murderer, which he prosecuted years ago. Second is how is it possible that his father left him 22
million dollars in his will. If that weren't enough, his personal life takes a turn as well. After being
separated from his wife, Nicole, he's been seeing a beautiful private investigator, Laurie. And yet his
wife wants to try again by moving back in with him.This legal thriller is an excellent quick read with
fantastic courtroom maneuvers. It's one of those rare books that strikes the right balance between
plot and character development. Well-written, concise, and entertaining, Rosenfelt's first book will
not disappoint. Andy is a charismatic character whose sarcastic wit, courtroom antics, and
investigative techniques are extremely appealing. I look forward to reading the other books in this
series.
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